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Product Notice

For marketing reasons and to help our customers differentiate in the premium qualities 
in the Firecrest Range, Formatt-Hitech has recently re-branded the 4mm Firecrest 
Cinema Filters to Firecrest ULTRA ND/IRND. The Firecrest ULTRA range is our premium 
range of filters which have been used on many feature films and commercials since 2015.

The Firecrest filters undergo multi-lapping polishing processes, which provide better clarity 
and definition, even at longer focal lengths and are ideal for cinema  use.

Whilst all newly manufactured products in this range are being engraved with Firecrest Ultra, there 
may still be some stock that may have the ‘older’ engraving with just the Firecrest logo. We would 
like to re-assure all our customers worldwide that the difference is merely in the engraving and that 
this does not reflect on the quality and features of the filters. 

The original 4mm Firecrest products were manufactured in the same factories, to the 
same exacting standards, as the newly rebranded Firecrest Ultra products. They are 
exactly the same quality product, manufactured in the same way, with the only 
difference being the branded Firecrest ULTRA engraving. If you have any concerns, please 
feel free to contact us directly: info@formatt-hitech.com
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Independent Test Data 

These graphs show test results from an independent test performed at The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences (AMPAS). The test measured the spectral power distribution of tungsten light reflected off a 
spectralon target made of barium sulfate using; a Photo Research SpectraScan Model 705 spectroradiometer. The 
results were graphed according to their wavelength (in nanometers) along the X - axis, versus radiance (in 
watts per steradian per meter squared) along the Y- axis.

In the top graph, the yellow line represents the baseline tungsten light reading reflected off the barium sulfate target. 
This graph illustrates the excellent filtration properties of both the ProStop IRND (shown in green) and the Firecrest 
Ultra (shown in blue). Both filters appear nearly flat from this perspective.

Test Results

The test results, for both the Firecrest 4mm and Firecrest Ultra, maintain the exact same 
transmission as well as chromaticity tolerances.
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Available Sizes - Rectangular 4mm Cinema 
4x4 | 4x5.65 | 5x5 | 5.65x5.65 | 6.6x6.6 

Densities Firecrest Ultra ND
1-10 stops

Densities Firecrest Ultra ND Grad
1-5 stops

Why Firecrest Ultra for Cinema? 

Firecrest Ultra ND filters for cinema are 4mm thick and feature the 
15-layer Firecrest Ultra ND multicoating; bonded in the center of two 2mm pieces of Schott 
Superwhite glass. By sandwiching the Firecrest ND multicoating, we essentially created a 
filter that cannot be damaged externally during the heavy use and cleaning subjected to 
cinema filters. This makes Firecrest Ultra ND an ideal product for rental houses, as it is both 
the most neutral and durable ND on the market.

Firecrest Ultra ND Grads

Firecrest Ultra ND Grads use the same Firecrest Ultra technology as their 
solid counterparts. The result is a perfectly neutral graduated ND filter that pairs 
and stacks perfectly, even with the highest densities of ND filters, especially when 
paired with other Firecrest Ultra filters.




